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“Everything will be fine in the end.
And if it’s not fine, then it’s not the end.”
– has been our motto throughout 2020 while trying to organize the 28th Annual HUPE Conference.
Dear members, speakers and conference delegates,
Welcome to the Conference, and thank you for
choosing to attend the biggest annual ELT event in
Croatia. We are grateful for all your support and
positive vibes you’ve been sending us. It truly means
a lot, especially this year when we hope to go back
to our classrooms and the ‘old’ regular in a matter of
weeks or months.
We are also proud to inform you that this conference
is once again being organized in cooperation with the
Education and Teacher Training Agency (AZOO) and
is a part of the official In-service Training Catalogue.
Despite not seeing you in person, we have prepared
a rich programme consisting of talks, presentations
and workshops covering a wide range of topics. We
are happy to welcome some well-established names
in our HUPE world and some first-time speakers as
well.
Our conference will be held three Saturdays in a row,
beginning each day at 8.45 with conference opening.
You will enter the meeting as explained on page four
and the same code will be used for ALL sessions. Ten
workshops will be held the first day, eight on the
second and ten on the last day, which adds to a total of
28 sessions for our 28th Annual HUPE Conference.
After a successful day at the conference, we invite you
to have fun, relax a little bit and enjoy our evening
programmes. You can join our raffle evening,
Scavenger Hunt or 9090 Quiz and win a prize. Also,
you are kindly invited to MiCAL Film screening,
in partnership with British Council. Finally, if you
miss your colleagues and friends from afar, join the
chatroom at the end of our daily programme.

Publishers’ promo area takes place each Saturday
and our partners and leading publishers will present
the latest editions of ELT books aimed at making
your teaching up-to-date and more enjoyable both
for you and your students. All promo sessions will be
recorded and uploaded to our web page.
On second Saturday all active HUPE members
will have the chance to take part in our Annual
General Meeting where HUPE Executive Board and
Supervisory Board members will inform you of all
that happened over the course of the year. Elections
for the treasurer position will also be held during the
AGM. Attend the meeting and enjoy the first Hall of
Fame ceremony or learn about our new Short story
competition for your students.
There are numerous prizes waiting for lucky
teachers. Prizes will be announced and awarded as a
part of various events of the conference held by our
sponsors, associates or during our AGM or Quiz 9090.
You only need to participate, it’s free!
We have worked hard to organise this conference
for you and we trust you will enjoy it and find it
interesting, useful, and entertaining.
May spring bring us new beginnings and a live
conference!
Stay heathy and safe,
Team Hupe
(The Conference Organising Committee)

The Conference Organising Committee
Anita Jokić
Petra Blajić
Nino Sertić
Dubravka Lapčić
Anita Žepina
Tihana Svoren Kolarec
Željka Jakušić Čejka
Ivan Štefanić
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Tajana Bundara
Marko Morić
Gordana Bujanić Tretinjak
Lana Duka Zupanc
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General information
Sessions

We are glad to offer you 28 sessions for our 28th
International Conference. In order to allow things to
run smoothly all speakers must finish their session
at designated session end time. Members of the
conference organizing committee will be present at
each session and will notify the speakers of the time
left until the end of the session (5 minutes). We kindly
ask all speakers to adhere to the conference schedule
and finish their session on time.

Break Times

There will be an ‘IT check-up/
maintenance’ break THREE times
a day and the participants will join
the meeting again after the break.
Nov 14@ 11.05, 13:35, 16.35.
Nov 21@10.45, 13.10, 17.05.
Nov 28@10.45, 13.30, 16.35.

Conference certficates of attendance, for all
those registered through AZOO ettaedu app
employed in primary and secondary school, will
be available for print after the conference through
ettaedu application. All other delegates who have
registered through HUPE Website registration
will be sent certificates of attendance via e-mail
after the conference.

There will be a draw of raffle on
November 28th @18.15 Saturday. In
order to win one of the 15 prizes,
you have to be present and be lucky!
Each participant can win only once.
Good luck!

Social Programme

Film Screening

Nov 21@18.00 MiCAL Film
screening, in partnership with the
British Council.

Stay after the workshops, pour
yourself a cup of tea or a glass
of wine and chat with your
colleagues Nov 14@18.00 and
Nov 21@19.00. Some soft music
will be played in the background.

AZOO
Promo Corners

Publishers will hold promo
sessions. Make sure you attend and
get the latest news and updates
on teaching materials. Sessions
will be recorded and loaded onto
HUPE website.
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Raffle ++

Raffle (free!)

Certficates of attendance
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ckage).
Arriva A Travel
Rijeka is giving
away a one-da
y trip for two
persons.
RELO will award
30 prizes, sets of
four different gam
es at the closing
ceremony.

9090 QUIZ NIGHT by Nino Sertić
Stay after the Conference Closing on Nov 28@1
8.45
and play a Kahoot Quiz!
You will be able to win:
1. FULL HUPE live conference (accommodatio
n,
food, transport, conference fee)
2. HUPE live conference fee + membership
3. HUPE membership + gift bag
one of other 10 gift bags!

The 28th Annual HUPE Conference is listed in
the Catalogue for professional development of
teachers of English published by the Education
and Teacher Training Agency. In order to get their
Certificate of Attendence, teachers from primary
and secondary schools in Croatia had to register
using e-application (www.ettaedu.azoo.hr). AZZO
will hold a session on Nov21@17.15.
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HUPE ONLINE conference –

Choose ONE option
to join us online!
1

Click on the link and Join Zoom Meeting
CLICK HERE

2
3

Use the following data
Meeting ID: 812 6637 5940
Passcode: 564994

Scan the QR code

HUPE 29th International Conference
Valamar Poreč April 23-25 2021
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Annual General Meeting
The 2020 Annual General Meeting will be held on November 21 at 12.10.
All members are invited to attend.
Agenda
1. Approval of the minutes of the last AGM
2. Reports by the members of the HUPE Executive Committee
3. HUPE Supervisory Board Report
4. Elections
5. Miscellaneous

HUPE is looking for a New Executive Board Member: Treasurer!
We are looking for a responsible, quick and organized member to handle our finances.
HUPE is looking for a New Supervisory Board Member: Supervisor!
We are one member short so we are looking for a responsible, experienced HUPE member to
supervise our work and analyse our reports.
If you think you are the right person, please send your applications to our email
hupe.info@gmail.com by November 19th 2020. Elections will be held during AGM.

Who is who in HUPE

Anita Jokić
president
hupe.president@gmail.com
Petra Blajić
vice president
hupe.vicepresident@gmail.com

Ivan Štefanić
Istria
hupe.istra@gmail.com

Ivana Rodiger
Varaždin
hupe.varaždin@gmail.com

Nino Sertić
international coordinator
hupe.international@gmail.com

Marijana Smolčec
Karlovac
hupe.karlovac@gmail.com

Marko Morić
Zadar
hupe.zadar@gmail.com

Dubravka Lapčić
secretary
hupe.secretary@gmail.com

Kornelije Juranić
Osijek
hupe.osijek@gmail.com

Gordana Bujanić Tretinjak
Zagorje
hupe.zagorje@gmail.com

Anita Žepina
newsletter editor
hupe.newsletter@gmail.com

Dario Abram
Rijeka
hupe.rijeka@gmail.com

Lana Duka Zupanc
Zagreb
hupe.zagreb@gmail.com

Tihana Svoren Kolarec
public relations
hupe.pr@gmail.com

Nikolina Pranjić
Slavonski Brod
hupe.slavonskibrod@gmail.com

Dubravka Blažić
Supervisory Board
hupe.supervisory1@gmail.com

Željka Jakušić Čejka
treasurer
hupe.treasurer@gmail.com

Tajana Bundara
Split
hupe.split@gmail.com

Dajana Vukadin
Supervisory Board
hupe.supervisory2@gmail.com
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Primary school and Young learners L 14/11/2020
 Time
8:45-9:00

Conference opening

9:00-9:30

Iva Palčić Strčić and Karolina de Vrgna KIS & FUN – easy ways to everyday assessment
(Školska knjiga)
in classroom
workshop

9:40-10:10

Helena Gustović Ljubić (Profil Klett)
workshop

The 4Cs of 21st Century Skills

10:20-11:05

Dunja Klarić
workshop

Children are Smart – Multiple Learning
Intelligences and English Language Teaching

11:15-12:00

Nada Đukić
workshop

Dealing with difficult learners

12:10-12:55

Dora Božanić Malić (Školska knjiga)
workshop

Instagram lessons

13:00-13:15

PROMO CORNER by OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

13:15-13:30

PROMO CORNER by PEARSON / LJEVAK

LUNCH BREAK
14:00-14:45

Ivana Marinić (FOOZOS and Školska
knjiga)
workshop

Animated GIF stories in EFL classes

14:55-15:40

Jayne Bowra (Languages United)
workshop

Top Tips for Classroom Management in the
Online Classroom

15:50-16:35

Sanja Rašković (Pearson)
workshop

The magical tour of the Poptropica English
World

16:45-17:15

Ana Serenčeš
workshop

Bite-size CLIL: now available at your school!

17:15-17:30

John Rolfe MBE, Schools Outreach
Manager, British Council
talk

International education week

17:30-18:30

‘Scavenger Hunt’ (Languages United) + Promo
(*all participants are kindly asked to have/wear something on their heads: a hat, a hairpin,
a ribbon, a flower etc.)

18:30 – 19:30 Chatting with colleagues
Meet your friends, colleagues, enjoy a chat
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IVA PALČIĆ STRČIĆ I KAROLINA DE VRGNA
(ŠKOLSKA KNJIGA) KIS & FUN – easy ways to
everyday assessment in classroom

DUNJA KLARIĆ Children are Smart – Multiple
Learning Intelligences and English Language
Teaching

Exit tickets, peer and/or self-assessment are not a
novelty to English teachers. There are various ways to
make exit tickets or assessment sheets and there are lots
of examples available. Nevertheless, creating complex
tables, rubrics and charts can turn into an exhausting
routine that takes a lot of time and effort, both for
teachers and their pupils. However, whether your pupils
walk on tiptoes or leave bigger footsteps, it is of a great
value that they walk out of the classroom with a strong
feedback on their learning process. The trick to achieve
this goal is to keep the assessment simple to make and
fun to use. In this workshop teachers will learn and
refresh their knowledge on how to create, simple to make
and fun to use, assessment activities and exit tickets for
lower primary pupils. Participants will be presented
with a number of games, songs, drawing and writing
activities as well as several ‘serious’ drama activities.
In classroom, such activities are used to provide quality
feedback that offers valuable information in the process
of learning as well as to help pupils close the learning
gap and progress more successfully.

Different children learn differently – some are word
smart and like activities with words and puzzles. Some
are picture smart and thrive when using pictorial
models such as timelines, flow charts or mind maps.
There are 8 kinds of Smart (multiple intelligences)
according to Gardner. Multiple intelligence theory is
a concept that can motivate students to learn and it
allows each of teacher’s diverse students a chance to
succeed at learning. The idea is to help students identify
their kind of Smart (multiple intelligence) and develop
their learning strategies using activities that suit them
best. Integrating activities based on all 8 multiple
intelligences is also a way to create an inclusive learning
environment in which all students are equally engaged
and respected. It can also help students understand why
they are not good at certain activities and how to become
better. Every child has at least one strong intelligence
- if we show them their strengths, we will make them
more successful and motivated to learn. My workshop
will offer insight into multiple intelligences and types of
activities (tasks and games) to use with each of them.

HELENA GUSTOVIĆ LJUBIĆ (PROFIL KLETT) The
4Cs of 21st Century Skills

NADA ĐUKIĆ Dealing with difficult learners

English teachers are more than just teachers. Our
subject gives us the freedom to develop pupils’ different
skills and competences that will be useful for them in
the future. One of the ways to do this is to use the 4Cs
of 21st Century Skills -critical thinking, creativity,
communication and collaboration in our everyday work.
The aim of this workshop is to familiarize you with this
very popular learning strategy and to give you some
ideas and activities that you can use in your classrooms.
The lesson that will be shown during the lecture is a
lesson I did with my pupils in the 2nd grade. During the
lesson, we were revising the vocabulary from one unit
(colours, clothes, weather and seasons) by working in 4
groups in 4 different “centres”. In each centre, the pupils
first revised the vocabulary by playing different online
games. After that, they did the task together as a team.
Every group did all the tasks. After everyone finished all
the tasks, we talked about them and had an exhibition.
In the end, we did formative assessment which is very
important for both pupils and the teacher.

The participants in this workshop will experience how
they might feel in the role of a learner, a teacher and
an observer when difficulties in learning and teaching
occur. The case studies provided will give participants
the opportunity to try out a standard procedure that
can be used to restore the harm caused either to the
learner or the teacher. The restorative chat includes the
following three stages: reflecting on what has happened,
repairing harm caused by an incident and reconnecting
relationships. If people are asked to consider what they
need when they have been harmed, the answers usually
include: someone to listen to their story, time to calm
down, a chance to ask, “Why me?”, the person concerned
to acknowledge the impact of their behaviour, a sincere
apology and reassurance that it will not happen again.
On the contrary, if people are asked to consider what
they need when they have caused harm, the answers
usually include: someone to listen to their story, time to
think, a chance to explain to themselves and to the other
person why they did what they did, an opportunity to
apologise, a chance to make amends, reassurance that
the matter is dealt with.
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DORA BOŽANIĆ MALIĆ (ŠKOLSKA KNJIGA)
Instagram lessons
This workshop is based on the use of ICT in class in
order to enrich daily lessons. ICT is used in two ways –
the workshop itself will be done through an interactive
learning platform (Nearpod), but will cover a variety of
useful free Instagram content. It is based on the topics
covered in the Footsteps series (Školska knjiga), but
the principles of the activities may be applied in both
primary and secondary contexts and with different
textbooks. The workshop will refer to the learning
outcomes prescribed by the new curricula and provide
ready-made materials.
IVANA MARINIĆ (FOOZOS I ŠKOLSKA KNJIGA)
Animated GIF stories in EFL classes
Using GIF animations is a useful method to motivate
your students for writing. GIF animations are made
using photos or illustrations and one of the free available
GIF animation apps. Students will be expected to plan
the story line, write the story, look up words, check
their grammar and spelling before they create their GIF
animations. The topics that could be used are numerous
and this workshop will offer a number of ideas for all
levels of English learning in primary school. Students
will create a final product that they will be proud of and
that they might even want to publish on their school
web site
JAYNE BOWRA (LANGUAGES UNITED) Top Tips for
Classroom Management in the Online Classroom
We all had our classroom management strategies finely
tuned and being present in the classroom was at the heart
of our teaching. But right now so many of us face online
teaching for the foreseeable future and one of the biggest
challenges we have is keeping students interested in and
motivated by their online learning. Don’t let classroom
management become a battleground - embrace the
playground possibilities. I’ll be sharing some tried and
tested top tips and showing you how we can turn the
fight into fun. After all, we’re teachers - we’ve got this!
SANJA RAŠKOVIĆ (PEARSON) The magical tour of
the Poptropica English World
Playing, guessing, treasure hunting, storytelling, loads
of games and teaching tips and activities seasoned with
lots of fun - all this and much more can be found in this
8

magical place - The Poptropica English World. Let me be
your guide on this adventurous trip and interest you in
the package tour of useful practical activities covering
all the learning styles and skills and adaptable for every
classroom. Welcome!
ANA SERENČEŠ Bite-size CLIL: now available
at your school!
I would like to present a part of the Erasmus+ KA101
project (concerning ELT) that won the European
Language Label in 2019. In Primary school Odra’s
project Education that Follows Trends, students 5th8th grades attended regular lessons of mathematics,
science/biology, information technology, geography and
history, but with a few CLIL activities introduced during
the school year (6 activities per subject in each grade, 10
in science/biology; a total of 272 CLIL lessons in school
year 2018/2019). The teachers of the aforementioned
subjects were educated on the CLIL method by
the science teacher who attended the course CLIL
Methodology in London during her Erasmus+ mobility.
Over 75% of students reported greater satisfaction
with these bite-size-CLIL lessons compared to regular
lessons. They also self-reported improved vocabulary
and comprehension and demonstrated it in the final
comprehension test. All the materials used or produced
during the project are available on our school’s website.
In the workshop, beside presenting the project and
its results, I would like to organize the attendees into
groups and let them discuss the quality and suitability
of samples of CLIL materials used in the project.
British Council – International education week by
John Rolfe MBE, Schools Outreach Manager, British
Council
‘British Council - the importance of internationalism in
schools education’
The British Council has always had a keen belief in the
key power, wide value and impactful benefits of the
inclusive international dimensions of teaching and
learning in all schools. This session gives an overview of
our resources, schemes and opportunities to bring the
world into classrooms everywhere and highlight the
annual International Education Week (16-20 November)
initiative celebrated in many countries.

Secondary school L 21/11/2020
 Time
8:45 – 9:00

Conference opening

9:00 – 10:00

RELO, Kevin McCaughey and Ivana Banković

10:00-10:45

Ana Eterović (Školska knjiga) workshop

It’s so delicious!

10:55-11:40

Eva Lokotar Vojnović (Pearson)
workshop

Reading Critically in a Secondary
Classroom

11:40 – 11:55

PROMO CORNER by PEARSON / LJEVAK

11:55 -12:10

PROMO CORNER by PROFIL KLETT

12:10 – 13:00

AGM

Tweaking Online Games into Open-Ended, Higher-Order Thinking Tasks

LUNCH BREAK
13:50-14:35

Jelena Škoda and Mateja Žerjav
workshop

Transmedia Storytelling in the ESL
Classroom: Developing Literacy across
Media

14:45-15:30

Sandra Vida
talk

Turning Vocational School Into
Lemonade

15:40-16:25

Mark Andrews
live lesson

What banknotes tell us about us and our
world

16:35-17:05

Ankica Šarić i Helga Kraljik
talk

PBL & ICT Based Learning: Organizing an
interactive exhibition

17:15 – 18:00

Davor Černi (AZOO)
workshop

Assessment and grading (Vrednovanje i
ocjenjivanje)

18:00 – 18:30

MiCAL Film screening, in partnership with the British Council
In partnership with the British Council and Nessy Learning

18:30 - 19:00

Chatting with colleagues
Meet your friends, colleagues, enjoy a chat

RELO, Kevin McCaughey and Ivana Banković

ANA ETEROVIĆ (ŠKOLSKA KNJGA) It’s so delicious!

Live online games (Kahoot, anyone?) are great for student
engagement, but they are often little more than glorified
multiple choice questions. In this session, we will show
how to tweak such closed-ended online games so that
they become both open-ended (not limited to a single
answer) and personalised (addressing students’ own
lives, opinions, and interests). To do so, we will engage
participants in iterations of online game, demonstrating in
stages how to adjust closed-ended into open-ended tasks,
and thus climbing the ladder of Bloom’s taxonomy toward
higher-order thinking. We will also direct participants
towards, Activate Games (https://tinyurl.com/yy97tffc),
free downloadable and modifiable games, designed with
the express purpose of activating open-ended responses in
learners.

In this 60-minute workshop the author will present a series
of communicative exercises having in mind the following
outcomes: Students will be able to: describe, interpret
and present types of dishes; read the text, identify and
analyse key messages, list main characteristics and make
suggestions; listen to people ordering a meal, make notes,
select things to suggest having in mind the type of guest;
write their opinion based on clearly presented arguments.
The level of exercises varies from A2 to B2 level. The
materials can be used and adapted for various types of
students and educational programs, varying from catering
to schools for hotel and tourism industry. Vocabulary
comprises food vocabulary in general as well as recipes
from different regions in Croatia. The reading sections is
based on alternative eating habits and prepares students
for the state matura exam whereas the listening section
provides an opportunity to practice making and taking

Tweaking Online Games into Open-Ended,
Higher-Order Thinking Tasks
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orders. The last part of the workshop comprises ideas for
writing an opinion essay.
EVA LOKOTAR VOJNOVIĆ (PEARSON) Reading Critically
in a Secondary Classroom
Developing a critical approach to reading is an important
precursor to the development of critical writing skills. This
workshop has a goal to share practical ideas on how to embed
academic reading and writing skills in a contemporary ELT
classroom. It highlights the importance of the principles
of active learning which increase commitment to learning
and tackles the metacognitive dimension in teaching and
learning EL.
MATEJA ŽERJAV & JELENA ŠKODA Transmedia
Storytelling in the ESL Classroom: Developing Literacy
across Media
Transmedia literacy for teenagers is a prerequisite
for success, not only in the educational but also in the
communication field. Developing a single story across
multiple communication and information platforms opens
up numerous opportunities for improving transmedia
literacy. As adolescents are experienced recipients of
transmedia narratives such as Harry Potter, Game of
Thrones, or gaming, their digital literacy and their interests
are often not developed in a traditional learning setting.
The aim of this workshop is to show the benefits of creating
transmedia story extensions in the ESL context such as
students’ engagement, participation, creating and sharing
content. It will be shown on the examples of students’
transmedia extensions of a news story and a literary text,
a short story Welcome to Mars by Tom Hanks. In the first
part of the workshop, the participants will be provided
with materials that they will extend by creating narrative
worlds. Later on they will create tasks which engage
students to produce transmedia extensions of the given
content.
SANDRA VIDA Turning Vocational School Into
Lemonade
After several years of putting myself down for not teaching
the best groups and also making too many mistakes
thinking I can teach them in the same way as the rest, I
came up with 10 things anyone can start doing today and
avoid unnecessary conflicts and even more importantly
feel like a specialist in your field, whatever the field is. This
talk is going to guide zou through them.
MARK ANDREWS What banknotes tell us about us and
our world
As in the previous years at HUPE conferences this will be a
live lesson with local students. In Poland in September I did
a live lesson and then immediately afterwards there was a
slot for those interested to discuss the lesson. If there was
10

any opportunity for this it would be great. It worked very
well and we discussed many things which came out of the
lesson observation.

DAVOR ČERNI (AZOO) Assessment and grading
(Vrednovanje i ocjenjivanje)
This talk will discuss comprehensive curricular reform and
emphasis on evaluation as an integral part of the teaching
process; a long tradition and the reliance of the education
system on numerical grades. What are the benefits and how to
best take advantage of the opportunities offered to us?
ANKICA ŠARIĆ I HELGA KRALJIK PBL & ICT Based
Learning: Organizing an interactive exhibition
Inspired by Jane Austen and the 18th century England, we
organized an interactive exhibition in our school gallery.
This project, awarded European Language Label, was
perfect to implement PBL and ICT based learning as well
as to encourage and foster better relationships between
students, teachers, parents and the local community.
The question that needed to be answered was how to organize
an exhibition about Jane Austen in the 21st century. Although
initially designed as an English language project, other
teachers, staff members and parents wanted to be included.
In order to prepare the exhibition, students had to do
online research on the regency period, Jane Austen and
her work. After researching, students started painting
using different techniques. And, since they belong to a
digital era, their paintings were scanned and then used
for designing online posters, infographics, puzzles,
bookmarks and quizzes. Furthermore, students created
voiceovers based on Pride and Prejudice and Emma,
wrote and filmed an interview with Jane Austen who they
had brought to the 21st century to make the interview.
Students also organized the opening ceremony (invitations,
programme, opening ceremony speech, media, after-party)
by themselves which boost their self-confidence and a
sense of pride.
MiCAL (Film screening in partnership with British
Council)
From the creators of the award-winning film Secret Child,
comes MiCal. The inspiring true story of tenacity, a sevenyear-old boy struggles to make sense of words on the page.
But when Mike is diagnosed with dyslexia and the teachers
continue to fail him, his mother takes matters into her own
hands to help her son fulfil his true potential.
An Official Selection at the Oscar/BAFTA qualifying LA
Shorts International Film Festival 2020, this award-winning
film was made to create awareness of children with dyslexia.
Directed by Yew Weng Ho, Starring: Jayne Lunn, William
Biletsky and Dale Grant, Duration: 20’, UK, 2020
Note: Film Projection Will be followed by Short
Program by British Council

All L 28/11/2020
 Time

8:45- 9:00

Conference opening

9:10-9:55

Evelina Miščin and Sara Miščin
(Školska knjiga)
workshop

Teaching and Assessing Language
Structures through Skills

10:05-10:50

Danny Singh
workshop

Teaching Creatively and Effectively
Online

11:00-11:45

Mia Šavrljuga (Profil Klett)
workshop

Where Have All the (Great) Lessons
Gone?

11:45-12:00

PROMO CORNER by PROFIL KLETT

12:00-12:15

PROMO CORNER by OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

12:15-13:00

Mia Šavrljuga and Daška Domljan
(Profil Klett)
talk

7 Burning ELT Questions: The 2020
Pandemic Edition

13:35-14:20

Jelena Spasić
talk

Real or fake – Are you media literate?

14:30-15:00

Antonia Treselj
talk

What do texts and textiles have in
common?

15:10-15:40

Aleksandra Popovski Golubovik
workshop

Reimagining your coursebook

15:50-16:35

Chris Walklett
talk

Zen…and the art of using songs in the
language classroom.

16:45-17:15

Karen White
workshop

A piece of paper

17:25-18:10

Conrad Kellet
talk

Tying shoes laces: Life skills and the
English Classroom

18:15-18:45

Awards Ceremony
Best Workshop(s) Award
Hupe Hall of Fame
Raffle
Conference closing

18:45 – 19.15

9090 QUIZ NIGHT by Nino Sertić
(with a big giveaway program)

19.15 – 19.30

Bonus: Languages United Christmas carol together with our Choir master Jane
Harris (wear a Christmas hat or similar)

LUNCH BREAK
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EVELINA MIŠČIN I SARA MIŠČIN (ŠKOLSKA KNJIGA)
Teaching and Assessing Language Structures
through Skills
Quite similarly to the way learning grammar has been
problematic to students, teaching grammar has always
posed a challenge to teachers of English. It has always
had a central role in language teaching and thought
to be the foundation of all knowledge (Hillocks and
Smith, 1991). Grammar pedagogy has been the source
of much debate – starting from theories which claimed
that students should explicitly be taught the rules,
memorize and recite definitions, rules, examples and
exceptions (deductive approach). On the other hand,
different theories emerged that insisted on the inductive
approach in which students themselves have to discover
underlying organisation principles in order to be able to
formulate a set of rules and prescriptions. This workshop
will first deal with the theoretical approach to grammar
teaching, followed by some practical examples, while
the second part will discuss the problems of assessing
grammar and how to solve them using various activities
that might help teachers in achieving this goal.
DANNY SINGH
Teaching Creatively and Effectively Online
I’ll start the session by showing a 5min video
demonstrating how I teach in the classroom via a
teacher-training I did in Croatia a few years ago. I’ll
then give an explanation of how I’m managing to teach
creatively online in this difficult period and how you
can personalise your lessons online. Many of these
lessons are ready-made and available on my YouTube
channel, which is easily accessible. I’ll briefly show
some examples of how it works, then it’s up to you to
decide which material you can use with YOUR students.
A creative teacher can get at least 5 hours of teaching
from one video, while even a non-creative novice would
easily get an hour. And the bonus is that if and when we
get back to classroom teaching, this material can be used
even with the physical presence of students.
MIA ŠAVRLJUGA I DAŠKA DOMLJAN (PROFIL KLETT)
Where Have All the (Great) Lessons Gone?
Lesson management is tough. Knowing the ins and outs
of planning and executing a lesson that’s lit AF is no easy
feat. But there are ways how writing, reading, listening,
speaking and all those other microskills we try to instill
in 45-minute time snacks 2-3 times a week don’t have to
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make us turn grey. Let’s just make them 50 shades of fun
grey. Let’s go back to the nitty gritty of making a really
great lesson that works, no matter the desired outcome.
No tricks, no intellectual hullabaloo, just good, clean
shortcuts to a well-planned and executed lesson.
7 Burning ELT Questions: The 2020 Pandemic
Edition
Songs and rhymes or drill and practice? Vocabulary
or grammar? Error correction or fluency? Scoring or
mastering? Fun or hard work? Talent or diligence?
These are just some of the burning questions language
teachers and textbook authors ask themselves. Authors
when envisaging a new textbook and teachers when
preparing their daily lessons. And it is exactly these
teaching and education dilemmas that we will endeavor
to tackle while finding common ground between
theory and practice in the year 2020. Starting from
a theoretical background and taking manageable
cues from the practical idea pool, this talk will try
to navigate the eternal everyday teaching dilemmas
during these uncertain pandemic times.
JELENA SPASIĆ Real or fake – Are you media literate?
In this talk I will try to briefly summarize my experience
with the Media Literacy Fulbright Teachers in Excellence
and Achievement Program. It was a great honor for me
to take part in this program which proved to be a very
important milestone in my professional development,
too. By attending the classes and co-teaching in high
schools, I had an opportunity to observe the way lessons
are conducted and to learn some new teaching techniques.
The theme of the program was media literacy with the
special focus on how the media influence teenagers and
different techniques we might use to help them develop
critical thinking among other skills to enable them to
differentiate loads of everyday information they are
being exposed to. I will be sharing all of these with you
as well as giving some practical tips for the classes you
have with teenagers in my workshop.
ANTONIA TRESELJ What do texts and textiles have
in common?
Whether in teaching or translating, most ESL teachers
have had the experience of using ESP. In my talk, I would
like to give a brief, but a very honest recount of my initial
experiences in teaching ESP and compare them with my
current practice after four years. The aim of this talk is
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to provide an overview of the difficulties and challenges
in teaching ESP, but also to point out the obvious and
hidden benefits of taking up this somewhat daunting
task. Finally, I will attempt to answer the initial question
through sharing some of the basic knowledge of textiles
I have gained over the past years, hoping to explain what
these two seemingly unrelated terms have in common
and why it makes perfect sense that they share the same
etymology.
ALEKSANDRA POPOVSKI GOLUBOVIK Reimagining
your coursebook
Coursebooks are considered by many as impediment
to the teaching and learning process; however, even if
your coursebooks is not perfect for your lessons, you
can make it perfect by careful and well thought out
adaptation. Therefore, the aim of the workshop is to
show the participants that coursebooks are actually
their “friends” and that activities in coursebooks can be
adapted for different contexts, needs, and interests in
a simple way. The participants will be actively engaged
in doing several activities, activities from different
coursebooks, with a twist, and they will also try to adapt
activities.
CHRIS WALKLETT Zen…and the art of using
songs in the language classroom.
Songs are a great tool to use in the classroom with a zenlike ability to, not only transform classroom atmosphere
but also, get students learning all sorts of language.
Crucially this is often without them realizing that they
are doing so. Somehow, somewhere down the line
however, we all seem to have left songs behind or at the
very least forgotten what they have to offer in the visually
dominated culture in which we now live. We seem to have
not only forgotten why students would benefit from using
songs and song lyrics, but also, as language facilitators,
how best to employ this resource for language learning
in the classroom. This session will act as a reminder of
both these things, and much more besides. Both novice
and experienced teachers alike will gain an insight
into what this resource has to offer. This session will
include: • a reminder of the theory behind the use of this
resource • ideas for practical, non-formulaic, innovative
classroom usage & • ideas on how to construct unique
and original materials from this multi-faceted resource.
Participants will leave this session not only chilled out
but also fired up. Primed to teach tracks anew.

KAREN WHITE A piece of paper
The ideas that I will present in this workshop came out
of a situation where I suddenly had to teach English to
a group, without any time for preparation. All that is
needed is one piece of paper for each student. To start
the session, the participants will be given a piece of
paper which they will need to divide and cut up into
eight squares. They then draw an object on each square.
First of all, we will use these drawings in three different
ways to create picture stories. The stories can be done
orally or written down. I will also show how reluctant
writers can be encouraged through these activities. We
will also see how a dialogue can be developed from the
drawings. The second group of activities will use the
pieces of paper to practise grammar. These will include
practising various tenses, questions, negative forms,
the comparison and conditionals. Finally, there will be
some activities which are good for developing students
thinking skills. The activities can be done with all levels
of English, all ages including adults and with different
sizes classes, even one-to-one. They are great fun and
need no preparation.
CONRAD KELLETT (PEARSON) Tying shoes laces:
Life skills and the English Classroom
The Fourth industrial revolution will undoubtable
change the way we live just as the previous three had
a bearing on life. However, this latest revolution will
not only affect the way we live but the way we work
and interact with each other, the Internet of things and
the Internet of systems will impact on all areas of life.
What life skills will our young people need to be able
to flourish in this new era? How can we, as language
teachers, play a part in this? I believe we are uniquely
placed to play a pivotal role and during this session
we will explore just how vital it is for us to get it right.
Education, as part of society, is tasked with directing the
activities of the young and by default, defining its own
future society as the citizens of the future are the youth
of today. It is therefore our responsibility as educators
to equip our young people with the life skills to enable
them to shape and influence the world and become
successful and happy citizens of the future. The World
Health Organization lists among its essential skills for
life: decision making, problem solving, creative thinking,
critical thinking, effective communication, interpersonal
relationships, self-awareness, empathy, coping with
emotions and coping with stress. I will explore how our
classrooms offer us the opportunity to develop these
skills in an English learning classroom whilst at the
same time giving them a global language with which to
demonstrate and use these skills.
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IVA PALČIĆ STRČIĆ I KAROLINA DE VRGNA
(ŠKOLSKA KNJIGA)
Iva Palčić Strčić graduated from the Faculty of
Teacher Education in Zagreb. From 2006 to 2020 she
worked as a Verbotonal English teacher in Polyclinic
SUVAG Primary School, working with children with
hearing and/or speaking impairment. Since 2020
she has worked in Središće Primary School as a
primary school teacher. Since 2016 she has worked
as an associate at Školska knjiga, English department.
She is a teacher trainer, an author and a co-author of
digital contents in several course books published by
Školska knjiga and a co-author of several books about
teaching English to SEN pupils.
Karolina De Vrgna holds BA in Teaching Lower
Primary and Teaching English as a Foreign Language.
She started teaching as a class teacher in 2007.
Since 2008 she has been working as an EFL teacher
to children with speech and language difficulties at
The primary school of SUVAG Polyclinic. In 2007 she
worked as a Houseparent and TA at St John’s Primary
school in Portsmouth, England. In 2015 she became
a part of the SEN team at Priory Infants School in
Ramsgate, England as a SALT TA to children with SEN.
A few years later, in 2018 she joined the language
team at Školska knjiga d.d. publishing house in Zagreb,
Croatia, and now works as one of the publishing editors
there. Along with her fellow colleagues, she wrote the
book Vrtuljak igara introducing the implementation
of the Verbotonal method in everyday teaching
(SUVAG). She is the author of various educational
materials, both for teaching and professional
development use. As a part of the Education and
Teacher Training Agency and the Ministry of Science
and Education working groups, she organized and
held workshops and seminars for teachers as a part
of their teacher training development. She has been
a practical module tutor for students of the Faculty
of Teacher Education and the Faculty of Humanities
and Social Sciences in Zagreb, Croatia. In 2019 she has
been awarded the National Best Teacher award by the
Ministry of Science and Education. She volunteers as
a project manager at Speak up Autism association
which supports individuals with autism spectrum
disorders and their families.
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HELENA GUSTOVIĆ LJUBIĆ (PROFIL KLETT)
My name is Helena Gustović Ljubić. I work as an
English in 1st Primary School Bjelovar. I have been
working for 13 years. I am a teacher mentor. I love
working on different projects such as eTwinning and
Erasmus. At the moment I am the coordinator for two
Erasmus KA2 projects and I am participating in one
more KA1. In my free time, I love travelling, cooking
and listening to music.
DUNJA KLARIĆ I am an English teacher with more
than 20 years of experience in primary and secondary
school. I’m interested in developing authentic
teaching materials, and communicative classroom
activities. Games, songs, authentic reading materials,
TPR activities and technology – digital apps and tools
– they all have an important place in my classroom.
In my freee time I read, swim, volunteer and dance
baroque dances. I currently teach English in Primary
school Poreč.
NADA ĐUKIĆ studied Slovenian, English and Croatian
at the Faculty of Arts (the University of Ljubljana). Her
professional title is a professor of Slovenian language
and literature. She is a Slovenian Studies doctoral
student at the Faculty of Humanities in Koper (the
University of Primorska). In her teaching career of
25+ years, she has dealt with elementary (primary
and middle-school), secondary, university and adult
students. She has attended teacher-training courses in
Slovenia, England (organised by Pilgrims) and Croatia
(organised by the Education and Teacher Training
Agency). She is a regular speaker at international
academic and teaching conferences.
DORA BOŽANIĆ MALIĆ (ŠKOLSKA KNJIGA) is a
high school teacher and an author with experience of
working with all age groups. She graduated from both
University of Rijeka and University of Nottingham, but
is a firm believer in lifelong learning and continuous
professional development. Her favourite teachers
and sources of inspiration are her students. Her
professional interests include materials development
and learning technologies. In free time she’s a
bookworm, a cat lover and an amateur photographer.

IVANA MARINIĆ (FOOZOS I ŠKOLSKA KNJIGA)
taught English in a primary school in Osijek for
ten years. She has been working at the Faculty of
Education in Osijek since 2008. Currently, she is the
Assistant Professor there and one of the authors of
the Footsteps series of textbooks by Školska knjiga.  
JAYNE BOWRA (LANGUAGES UNITED) is an
experienced Senior Teacher from Languages
United, Bath, who has taught General English, exam
preparation classes and 1:1 English to students of
all ages. Her energy is focused on getting the most
out of individual students within a group setting.
She completely subscribes to the mantra that what
a student learns when they’re having fun stays with
them for life and has spent many months making sure
that this is still true, even though a Zoom screen. Her
top tips on classroom management practices in the
virtual classroom will help you create an engaging
learning environment for your learners.

SANJA RAŠKOVIĆ (PEARSON) is an English teacher
with 25 years teaching experience. She has taught
students of ages 2,5 -70 She performed at STORYingthe International storytelling festival in Zagreb. Sanja
runs Storytelling workshops in English in libraries and
tells stories in English in childrens’ radio programme
on the local radio. Sanja is a certified NLP Trainer
as well as a CELTA certified teacher, a One-to-One
Language Coach and has a CertIBET Cerificate from
Trinity College in London. Eleven years ago she set up
a private foreign language school “Global Lingua” in
Zaprešić.  
ANA SERENČEŠ I am an English teacher in Osnovna
škola Odra, Zagreb. I teach students aged 7-14. I am
a big fan of Erasmus+ projects, filmmaking, CLIL and
projects in citizenship education.
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KEVIN MCCAUGHEY AND IVANA BANKOVIC work at
the Regional English Language Office at the US Embassy
in Belgrade, Serbia. RELO Belgrade promotes English
teacher development in 13 countries: Albania, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Croatia,
Hungary, Kosovo, North Macedonia, Montenegro,
Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia. RELO Belgrade
offers regular webinar courses. Information available
at https://www.facebook.com/RELOBelgrade/.
Ivana earned her Master’s Degree through an
Erasmus Mundus program that took her to Norway,
Ireland, and Malta. Kevin was a major designer of
Activate Games and has written a book on dice games
for learning English. They both like coffee

British Council, from November 2007 untill March
2010. The „crown“ of the project was the development
of a handbook which provided extra-curricular
activities for students on the topic of customer care.
From June 1st until September 30th 2014 Ms Eterović
has participated in the ICT Curricula project, founded
by CARnet. The basic aim was to develop students’ IT
skills combined with Croatian and English languages,
geography, history, maths, biology and chemistry. In
addition, Ms Eterović has reviewed vocational English
coursebooks and is a co-author of the handbook
preparing students for B-level of English State Matura
Exam. Since 2016, she has been teaching certified
English and German courses at Pučko otvoreno
učilište in Zagreb.

ANA ETEROVIĆ (ŠKOLSKA KNJGA) Since September
2002, Ana Eterović has been working as a teacher
of both English and German language and literature
at the Vocational School for Hotel and Tourism
Industry in Zagreb. As a project coordinator, she has
participated at Skills@Work project, organised by

EVA LOKOTAR VOJNOVIĆ (PEARSON) has been
working as a teacher for 14 years and has taught all
ages and grades in both private and state sector.  She
has also worked as translator in Wellington, New
Zealand, for the Department of Internal Affairs,
Translation Services, and an ESL Home Tutor for the
English Language Partners who help immigrants with
their settlement. She has worked as a Lecturer (ESP)
at the School of Medicine for 8 years, and is an Adjunct
Instructor at Rochester Institute of Technology
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in Zagreb where she teaches Critical Reading and
Writing. She is a postgraduate doctoral student in the
field of Linguistics where she developed her skills in
argument, synthesis and critical expression of various
issues in the field of education and applied  them in
different learning and teaching contexts.  
MATEJA ŽERJAV & JELENA ŠKODA MATEJA ŽERJAV
I have been working as an English teacher at a
Technical School in Čakovec for 15 years. In 2013
I also started my own language and music school
Studio Žerjav in Čakovec and in 2018 I was promoted
to teacher advisor. Over this period I have participated
in numerous educational conferences and seminars
in Croatia and abroad.
JELENA ŠKODA I have been teaching Croatian and
English in High School Prelog for 11 years. Since 2014
I have also been teaching English online in SpeakNow
language studio. Two years ago I enrolled in a PhD
course Media and Communication at University North.
My main research interest is on digital intelligence
and digitalisation in education.   
SANDRA VIDA is an active member of IATEFL
Slovenia and has recently co-authored a coursebook
for vocational schools in Slovenia “Survive”. It is meant
to help vocational students survive in the professional
world full of English as well as help teachers survive
the school year.
MARK ANDREWS works as training director at
SOL (Sharing One Language) In Devon. He lives
in Budapest and teaches on summer courses for
teachers in Devon, Slovakia and Serbia. He also visits
schools throughout Central and Eastern Europe and
enjoys travelling in Central and Eastern Europe. He
has been to 12 HUPE conferences, the first one in
Brela in 1995 and this year has missed his usual swim
in the Adriatic. He co-authored a coursebook Zoom
In for Hungarian learners of English in 2002 and was
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the co-ordinator of the IATEFL-Hungary Culture and
Literature Special Interest Group. At the moment
he is facilitating a SOL Hop on Hop Off November to
Remember teacher training course and hopes to be
involved in more online teacher development courses
until the pandemic is under control and we are able
to do face2face courses again safely. He is a big fan of
HUPE regional branches and has done workshops in
Zagreb, Rijeka, Split, Osijek, Karlovac, Slavonski Brod
and Varaždin in the past. He thinks it is a great idea
to spread the online conference over three weekends.
ANKICA ŠARIĆ I HELGA KRALJIK Ankica Šarić is an
EFL teacher working at high school Ban Josip Jelačić,
Zaprešić as well as leading the County Council for
English language in Zagreb County. Helga Kraljik
also works at Ban Josip Jelačić as an English and
German teacher and as an Erasmus+ coordinator.
Besides Erasmus+ projects, both of them are active
in eTwinning projects as well as in i-nastava. They
believe that you are never too old to learn something
new and that is why they take part in online and
onsite courses, both national and international, on
regular basis. Their main interest lies in innovative
teaching methods and teaching real-life skills. Their
goal is to motivate the students to take an active part
in their learning. They also like sharing their ideas
with others on various workshops and educational
platforms like Edutorij.
DAVOR ČERNI is a professor of English language and
literature, and an ethnologist. He is a husband and
father of two sons who loves to travel and explore
new countries, getting to know their culture, customs
and food. He usually spends his free time with his
family on an active vacation. He is a fan of skiing, and
a registered FIS Masters competitor of the Ski Club
Zagreb. Running is something he can’t do without; it’s
a part of his everyday life, that’s where he pushes his
limits. Running a marathon was a dream come true,
but he’s moving on. He enjoys working with children.
He is also a blood donor.
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EVELINA MIŠČIN I SARA MIŠČIN (ŠKOLSKA KNJIGA)
Sara Miščin has been a teacher of English and
Portuguese at Klasična gimnazija in Zagreb for several
years. She has already given several workshops both
at HUPE and around Croatia about the Matura exam.
Evelina Miščin has been a professor at the RIT Croatia
in Zagreb and the School of Medicine in Zagreb. She
teaches Writing, Critical Reading and some courses in
Literature. She is the author of textbooks, dictionaries,
scientific articles and has given numerous workshops
in the field of teaching ESP.
DANNY SINGH is originally from London but is now
based in Rome (Italy) & Canterbury (UK). He generally
follows a humanistic and holistic approach, but now
focuses more on images and videos due to the current
situation. He is the author of two books and regularly
contributes articles to teaching publications. He also
offers workshops and teacher-training on demand.
JELENA SPASIĆ holds an MA in English Language and
Literature and works as an English language teacher
in a private foreign languages school “Oxford School”
in Leskovac. She is a nature lover, a bookworm and a
movie buff with a secret passion for writing. She likes
to travel and explore different countries and towns,
along the way trying to contemplate upon diverse
human nature through writing.
ANTONIA TREŠELJ was born in Split, she now lives
and works in Zagreb, where she graduated from the
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, majoring
in English and German language and literature. After
years of teaching in private language schools and
a two-year experience in elementary school, she
now works as an English and German teacher at the
Faculty of Textile Technology. Her areas of interest
include chemistry, psychology, geography, literature,
interior design, sparkly objects, as of recently textiles
and, of course, language.
ALEKSANDRA POPOVSKI GOLUBOVIK has an MA
from the University of Chichester, UK. She is a teacher
and teacher trainer with over 20 years of teaching
experience. She is an invited speaker at national
and international conferences. Alexandra is also
Coordinator of IATEFL MaWSIG and President of
ELTAM MK, No. Macedonia.

MIA ŠAVRLJUGA I DAŠKA DOMLJAN (PROFIL
KLETT) Mia Šavrljuga is a language teacher at heart.
She graduated from the Faculty of Philosophy with
a degree in English and Spanish. Languages have
always been her greatest passion and teaching was a
natural continuation of this love. S far, in some 16 odd
years of teaching, she has taught primary, secondary,
university and adult students, in various schools and
institutions. She has also been an Editor at Profil Klett
(incumbent and otherwise). Currently, she’s juggling
working as a secondary school teacher on maternity
leave, co-authoring an ELT coursebook and trying to
survive everyday life. We’ll see how all of those roles
work out for her.
Daška Domljan started out as an EFL teacher,
teacher trainer and co-author of a series of course
books for Young Learners. After fifteen years in
education she was ready for a career change and
made the transition into the corporate world, the field
of human resources, but always maintaining a close
relationship with the EFL world. For the last six years
she has been the program manager for the foundation
Knowledge at Work (Znanje na djelu).
CHRIS WALKLETT is an ELT teacher/teacher trainer
& history/cultural studies lecturer at a well-known
UK university. His passion is using songs and song
lyrics in the ELT classroom and has have given many
presentations on the topic including a TedX talk. He
is the author of the Teaching Tracks series on using
songs and their lyrics in the language classroom.
KAREN WHITE I’m originally from England but have
been living in Austria for 30 years. I’m actually retired
but I’m still teaching an adult English course, private
students and in a local company, I also teach small
groups of teenagers in a school during the holidays.
My youngest student is 10 but my oldest student is
94. I’m also a trainer for students with dyslexia.
CONRAD KELLETT (PEARSON) has been an English
teacher, teacher trainer and director of studies for
many years, working predominately in the UK and
Croatia where he currently resides. He has been
teaching English at the Waldorfska Škola u Zagrebu for
seven years where he teaches classes from 1st grade to
8th grade. He is involved in all parts of school life and
has a passion for encouraging young children to use
language creatively through drama, speaking, writing
and poetry. With an educational background in
English language and Literature he has a passion for
encouraging students (and teachers) to be creative
and ambitious in lessons.  
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Iva Habeš Lončarić
Monika Habjanec
Klara Hadjina
Marina Hadziomerovic
Ivana Hajzler
Ana Haller Predosevic
Ružica Halovanić
Besima Hamzić
Barbara Hanjilec Hanjilec
Renata Harapin Mehkek
Lidija Hižman
Hnin Thiri Hnin Thiri
Irena Holik
Monika Horki Pavrlišek
Mirela Horvat
Marijana Horvat
Gordana Horvat Mesic
Tea Horvatić
Sandra Horvatić
Ivana Hrastović Mandarić
Aida Hrustemović
Mariza Hrvatin-Mahmutović
Bojan Hržica
Anita Husnjak
Sara Iličić
Ana Inić
Maja Ivanović
Tea Ivić
Sanja Ivoš
Marija Jantol
Senka Javorović

Brigita Jeki Vicković
Nikolina Jelečević
Anita Jokić
Vesna Jonzoska
Vera Jovanović
Ana Jujnovic
Silvana Jukic
Anela Jukić
Emily Jukić
Kornelije Juranić
Ivana Jurašinović
Melita Jurković
Elvira Kačan Vozila
Marietta Kaić Kosanović
Gabrielle Kallgren
Ružica Kandić
Ana Kanđera
Tamara Kapraljević
Josipa Kardum
Ivana Kasunić
Branka Katalinić
Sanda Katavić-Čaušić
Mario Katić
Ana Katruša
Tatjana Katušin
Tatjana Kellett
Conrad Kellett
Alma Keser-Brozović
Marina Kevric
Danijela Kireta
Ivana Kirin
Frankopan Klaric
Dunja Klarić
Vlatka Kliman
Maja Knez Vranić
Ankica Knezović
Tanja Koci Valdgoni
Dušanka Kocijan
Dušanka Kocijan
Ana Kodrić Ivelić
Ksenija Kodrnja Đerek
Marina Kolar
Đurđica Kolarić-Vukotić
Draga Kolarovska
Lea Koler
Diana Konsuo
Sanja Konjić
Anita Kopić
Sandra Korać

Nina Koričan
Ana Kos
Mirta Kos Kolobarić
Anna Kosenko
Bisera Kostadinovska Stojchevska
Vera Kovačević
Dea Kovačević
Snježana Kralj
Jasna Kraljic-Cmrk
Helga Kraljik
Alemka Kralj-Štih
Adriana Kranjac Mišković
Lucija Krizmanić
Kristina Krpan
Bozica Krpes-Pregun
Marina Krsnik
Lana Kulišić
Mirna Kurtović
Biljana Kvalic
Alma Kvarantan
Maja Labaš Horvat
Sanja Lalić
Branka Lamza
Dubravka Lapčić
Anita Lasić
Kristina Legović
Lenida Lekli
Sjenka Leslie
Jasminka Letinić Dubić
Steve Lever
Nikolina Licitar
Tea Liović Holas
Sanja Lišnjić
Eva Lokotar Vojnović
Sanela Lolić
Ana Lončarić Kostrenčić
Ana Lovakovic
Nataša Lovaković
Valentina Lovrenčić
Aleksandra Lovrenčić Došen
Ivana Lovrić
Leonarda Lovrović
Ivan Lugonja
Lucija Lukić Jakopčević
Katarina Luković
Monika Ljubic
Silvija Mađarić
Sanja Magaš
Iva Majačić
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L List of participants registered on HUPE
website by November 24, 2020
Mirela Majnarić
Nataša Makovac
Mirjana Malus Paulić
Milan Mandeljc
Marina Mandić
Jelena Mandić
Bojana Manojlović
Marina Maras
Marina Maras
Kent Hermie A. Marciano
Marija Marčetić
Ivana Marijančić
Mladen Marinac
Ivana Marinić
Zdenka Markelić
Jasmina Markežić
Anita Markovina
Marijana Martinoska Todorovska
Robert Marušić
Ľuboš Masaryk
Silvija Matanić
Nikolina Matas
Marija Matic
Ana Matos
Renata Matosic
Dorota Matysek
Martina Mavrek
Nataša Mažar
Kevin McCaughey
Nataša Medica
Andrea Meić
Doris Mejak
Delio A. U. Mendoza
Natasa Merkas
Martina Mesec
Irena Meštrović Štajduhar
Katarina Metzner
Irena Mičetić
Sanja Mihaliček
Mia Mihaljević Ivančić
Suzana Mihelčić
Manuela Mihelić
Tina Miholjančan
Emanuela Mijatović
Dunja Mijović
Marijana Mikulandra
Ljerka Miletić
Stenni Milevoj Šuran
Alenka Miljević
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Haidi Mimica Tudor
Tatjana Mioković
Martin Miščin
Sara Miščin
Evelina Miščin
Maja Mišljenović
Gordana Mišura Hajster
Marina Moćan
Marko Morić
Katarina Moržan
Natalija Moškatelo
Marina Mrazovac
Ana Mrđen Veršić
Monika Mrkonjić
Damira Mršić
Smiljana Mudri
Tihana Mudrovčić
Asel Mukarapova
Marijeta Musulin
Daniela Mužić
Davorka Nekić
Elena Nichevski
Gordana Novak
Sanda Novak
Jožica Nuč
Rejhana Nuhanović Tadijan
Slavica Nuić
Amela Ojdanić
Snježana Omazić
Ivana Opačak
Ivana Orešić
Dijana Oreški Vidović
Lidija Orešković
Gracijela Orobabić
Vlatka Ostojić
Drita Paj
Gordana Palada
Mihaela Palčić
Iva Palčić Strčić
Bojana Palijan
Tina Ć Parać
Anita Parlaj-Narančić
Daria Paro
Maja Pasariček
Stela Pavetić
Tihana Pavičić
Ana Pavičić Lešić
Snježana Pavić
Elvira Pavić

Aleksandra Pavličević
Trisnja Pejic
Koraljka Pejić
Maja Penava Aleksic
Stanka Pera-Martinac
Paula Perkovic
Branka Perković
Sanda Petr
Kristina Petrić
Katerina Petrovska
Gregor Pirš
Denis Plavetić
Davor Pleše
Tamara Pleše
Ivana Pločkinić
Tanja Pokupić
Jasna Polanović
Iva Polić
Sanja Poljarević
Vesna Popovic
Aleksandra Popovski Golubovikj
Ana Posnjak
Suzana Pozenel
Martina Prpa
Cassy Prskalo
Vesna Pršo Vujčić
Sonja Pržulj
Antonia Puharić
Sanja Rabar
Barbara Račić
Jelena Radman Radnić
Ana Radočaj
Dragana Radoman
Petra Radošević
Aleksandra Đurđica Radošević
Ivana Radović
Ornela Rančić
Zrinka Rašan
Sanja Rašković
Daniela Reić Šućur
Lana Remenar
Dalija Rendić
Mirlinda Rexhepi
Nina Rezo
Ana Ribičić
Karen Richardson
Ana Ristić Matizović
Danijela Rogić
Gabrijela Romic

L List of participants registered on HUPE
website by November 24, 2020
Adrijana Roždijevac
Mirna Rubeša
Ksenija Rumora
Eleonora Rupić
Sanja Ružić
Sanja Salaj
Vesna Salomonsen
Monika Samardžić
Josipa Sambol
Maja Sarić Budić
Marija Sedmak
Mariela Sekerko
Ana Serenčeš
Nino Sertic
Almina Shashko
Andrijana Simčić
Sanja Simić
Danny Singh
Marta Sinković
Irena Sinovcic Trumbic
Sabina Skenderovic
Katarina Slapničar
Barbara Sliepčević
Zlatko Smetisko
Kristina Smiljić
Jadranka Smojver
Irena Smolcec
Marijana Smolčec
Valerija Smrekar
Ljiljana Soldo
Iris Spajić
Jelena Spasic
Milana Stajčić Jaklin
Branka Stančin-Levanček
Genoveva Stanić
Klara Starkl Crnković
Ena Stevović
Mirjana Stilinović
Miljenka Stipan Mikac
Blazica Stojkovic
Morana Sunara
Martina Supančić
Tea Sušac
Tihana Svoren Kolarec
Snježana Šanko
Ana Šapina
Lidija Šaravanja
Ankica Šarić
Mirela Šarić

Mia Šavrljuga
Manuela Šegon
Jelica Šeparović
Gabrijela Ševerdija
Tanja Šijak
Ivana Šimičić
Jelena Škoda
Lidija Škrlec
Nada Škrtić
Ivana Šoletić
Sanja Špoljarić
Ivan Štefanić
Davor Štifanić
Goran Šuper
Stela Šupić
Ivana Šuran Koraca
Tihana Šurbek
Marinela Tadić
Matea Tafra Mikulić
Adriana Taradi-Kajmović
Alenka Taslak
Katija Tefik - Baćac
Monika Telebar
Darija Thorburn
Gorana Todorovic
Ksenija Todorovic
Sandra Tomac
Valentina Tomašek-Lovrek
Darija Tomašić
Marijana Tomić
Ana Tomić Njegovan
Ivana Tomljenović
Adela Tompoš
Tanja Tratnjak Blažić
Blanka Treselj
Antonia Treselj
Mirna Trinki
Tamara Trkulja
Ivana Troskot
Iva Troskot
Melinda Tupek
Barbara Turin
Antonia Tvorek
Thulasivanthana Udhayashankar
Hanifa Uka Kevric
Marinko Uremović
Marta Užarević
Nikolina Vaic
Vlasta Vandekar

Tea Varlaj
Ana Veldić Sesar
Eva Velički
Sandra Vida
Dajana Vidaković
Blaženka Videc
Jasna Vidmar
Irena Vidovic
Nikolina Vidović Vidović
Tamara Vidović
Marija Vidović
Tomislava Vijant
Maria Joao Vinkovic
Danijela Vitali
Doroteja Vojedilov
Srđana Vranjičić
Danijela Vučina
Sandra Vudric
Dajana Vukadin
Ljerka Vukić
Franka Vukin
Slavenka Vukovic-Bryan
Siniša Vuksan
Chris Walklett
Karen White
Daliborka Zappalorto Rotim
Matija Zdilar
Mirjana Zec-Kekez
Andrijana Zec-Peškirić
Ana Zelalija
Emilija Zelenčić
Bojana Zelenika
Asja Zulić
Maja Zuvela
Ana Žaja
Nataša Žarkov
Ante Žderić
Sanja Ždralović
Ljiljana Žegrec
Đurđica Želimorski
Anita Žepina
Mateja Žerjav
Katja Žibert
Anita Živković
Martina Žugaj
Antonija Županov
Mijo Župić
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Join us on November 28 @ 18.15
and enjoy the first ever

Hupe Hall of Fame
Ceremony
Višnja Anić
Vanja Bajlo
Jasminka Batagelj
Dubravka Blažić
Dubravka Despot
Mirjana Došen
Sanja Grbić
Marina Hadžiomerović
Gabriela Horvatić
Ljubica Janković
Jasna Jemeršić
Melita Jurković
Antonija Kremsner

Anja Lončarić Bezinović
Marković Milvija
Alida Matković
Milan Medak
Gordana Melman Attias
Irena Mičetić
Dubravka Nikolaš
Trišnja Pejić
Stanka Pera-Martinac
Lidija Štefić
Ljubica Udina
Marija Vidović
Vesna Vyroubal

